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Abstract
Common Core State Standards have changed the way that we teach math concepts
in elementary schools. These new educational standards promote teaching math for
understanding instead of teaching the standard algorithms that have been traditionally
taught. Children's literature is an alternative teaching method. The aim of this project is
to examine children's literature with the purpose of teaching mathematic concepts. This
project models the components of quality children's literature to create an original book
that teaches students grades 3-5 about fractions.
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Annotated Bibliography
Anno, Masaichiro, and Mitsumasa Anno. Anno 's Mysterious Multiplying Jar. Philomel
Books, 1983.
This is a story about factorials. The book begins by telling a story that introduces
a math question. The story then stops and explains how the problem can be solved
and introduces factorials. The authors then retells the story with dots that illustrate
the story and the factorial concept. Each page shows the dot pattern, the factorial
notation, and the original story text. The book ends with a summary and has an
afterword that gives readers more information.
Axelrod, Amy. Pigs Will Be Pigs. Four Winds Press, 1994.
Pigs Will Be Pigs is the first book in a series about the Pig family. This series
contains children's books that tell stories about a family of pigs. The author
relates the problems the pigs face to math concepts. Each book begins with a
letter from the author to the readers explaining the math concept within the story.
The letter also contains a sequence of activities to do with the book; the sequence
starts with reading the book and then suggests activities to reinforce the concepts.
After the letter, the story is told. These stories are for younger readers and the
math topics aren't obvious. They are an underlying theme. The author ends each
story in the middle of a thought with an ellipse. After the story, the author uses the
final pages to explain the math concepts that were present throughout the story.
Bolster, Rob. Count to a Million. Scholastic, 2003.
Count to a Million teaches students about the base ten system and place value.
The author begins with tens and works toward millions. It is a very simple book,
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but contains a lot of information. I would use this book with older students who
still struggle with the base ten system. I would not use this book to introduce the
base ten system. This text would be best as a reinforcement.
Bolster, Rob. One Hundred Ways to Get to JOO. Scholastic, 2003.
This book is all about one hundred. The text introduces ways that you can get to
100. It first discusses skip counting to and then introduces multiplication as an
easier way to skip count. The book addresses different ways to get to 100 using
multiplication, division, addition, and subtraction. This book would be difficult to
implement because it has multiple math concepts at different levels throughout
the book.
Bums, Marilyn. Spaghetti and Meatballs for All! A Mathematical Story. Scholastic, 2008

Spaghetti and Meatballs for All explores the idea of perimeter. The story uses
dinner tables in numerous different arrangements to investigate the relationship
between perimeter and area. The math content in this story is buried; there are
many characters, a lot of dialogue, and multiple different scenarios that overtake
the math content. A teacher or adult would needs to stop and discuss each
scenario before continuing to read. At the end of this book, the author includes
extension activities and information for adults.
Bums, Marilyn. The Greedy Triangle. Scholastic, 2008.
This story teaches students about geometric shapes. It focuses on sides and angles
of polygons beginning with a triangle. The story then discusses quadrilaterals,
pentagons, and hexagons. The book mentions heptagons, octagons, nonagons, and
decagons as well. The story teaches students about these shapes by giving real life
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examples of where each polygon can be found. The story itself contains repetition
throughout, which makes the story suitable for younger readers who are beginning
to learn about shapes.
Campbell, Sarah C. Growing Patterns: Fibonacci Numbers in Nature. Boyds Mill Press,
2010.
This is a non-fiction text about Fibonacci numbers. The author introduces these
numbers by having readers examine pictures of flowers and analyzing the number
of petals on each. These example pictures are organized into the Fibonacci spiral.
The author explains how to get the Fibonacci sequence and explains the spiral of
pinecones, sunflowers, and pineapples. The back of the book contains additional
information about Fibonacci numbers and a glossary.
Fisher, Valorie. How High Can a Dinosaur Count? And other Math Mysteries. Schwartz
& Wade Books, 2006.
This is a book of math riddles. Each spread throughout the book contains a
different riddle. One page of the spread contains text, while the other is an
illustration. The illustrations aid the reader in solving the riddle and may include
information necessary to solving the riddle. The riddles focus on varying concepts
and have varying difficulties. The difficulty increases steadily throughout the
book and the riddles increasingly rely on the illustrations. The author includes
extensions and solutions in the back of the book.
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Froman, Robert. Less Than Nothing is Really Something. Fitzhenry & Whiteside Limited,
1973.
This story uses hypothetical statements and pennies to introduce and explain
positive and negative numbers. The author gives examples of when negative
numbers are used and uses a timeline to illustrate the concept. This book does a
good job posing and explaining real life examples. There is a resource at the end
of the book that teaches students how to play a game with positive and negative
numbers called plus and minus.
Gardner, Beau. Can You Imagine ... ?. Dodd, Mead & Company, 1987.
Can You Imagine... ? is a simple counting book. Each page contains the number,
the word, an illustration representing the number, and a rhyming sentences
featuring the number. The book counts from 1 to 12 and contains a list of the
numbers in the back of the book. This story is suitable for early childhood
education.
Grey, Catherine. One, Two, Three, and Four. No More?. Houghton Mifflin Company,
1988.
This book consists of poems involving only one, two, three, and four. The book
begins with poems about the numbers themselves and then poems about pairs of
numbers. Finally, the poems focus on addition and subtraction problems involving
only one, two, three, and four.
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Harris, Trudy. Splitting the Herd: A Corral of Odds and Evens. Milbrook Press, 2008.
Splitting the Herd teaches students about odd and even numbers. In the story, the
farmers assign nwnbers to cows so they can split them. One farmer takes the odd
cows and the other takes the even. To help students identify odd and even
numbers, each farmer's clothes match the odd or even cows that they are taking.
This story doesn't do a good job of establishing the math problems, and doesn't
solve the problems that are posed. The farmers just count the cows and split them
into odd and even numbers. There is a resource page in the back that explains odd
and even numbers, skip counting, and the solutions to the problems that are never
answered in the text.
Heiligman, Deborah. The Boy Who Loved Math: The Improbable Life of Paul Erdos.
Roaring Brook Press, 2013.
This non-fiction book is about Paul Erdos, a famous mathematician. The story
mainly tells the history of the mathematician, but it also covers some of the math
concepts he is associated with. The text briefly discusses prime numbers and
introduces complex concepts such as number theory, combinations, the
probabilistic method, and set theory. Paul Erdos collaborated with many
mathematicians throughout his life, so this book would be a good resource to
teach students about collaboration.
Kitchen, Bert. Animal Numbers. Dial Books, 1987.
This is a basic counting book that asks, "how many babies does each mom have?"
The pages have a number and the featured animal has that many babies. The book
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highlights the numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 15,25,50,75, and 100. The back of the
book contains facts about each animal.
Lewis, J. Patrick. Arithme-tickle: An Even Number of Odd Riddle-Rhymes. Harcourt, Inc,
2002.

Arithme-tickle is a book of poems that contain addition and subtraction problems.
The poems rhyme and have a good rhythm. The content of each poem is
independent of the others; the content is different in each poem. The poems don't
teach students how to do any operations; they simply give students an opportunity
to practice. A few of the poems require students to have outside knowledge to
answer the problems. The answers are written backwards at the bottom of each
poem.
Murphy, Stuart J. Safari Park. HarpersCollins Publishers, 2002.
Safari Park is an amusement park that offers four different types of activities.
Each type costs customers a certain number of tickets. The Jungle Kings group
cost 4 tickets, the Rhino Rides groups cost 2 tickets, the Monkey Games cost 1
ticket, and the Tiger Treats cost 1 ticket. This story follows four cousins that need
to find a combination of these activities to spend their tickets. This book teaches
about finding combinations of 4,2, and 1 to create 20. Additionally, it explores
addition, subtraction, and multiplication in number stories.
Nagda, Ann W, Cindy Bickel. Tiger Math: Learning to Graphfrom a Baby Tiger. Henry
Holt and Company, 2000.
Tiger Math is a non-fiction text that teaches students about graphs while telling
the story of a baby tiger. This book introduces picture graphs, circle graphs, bar
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graphs, and line graphs. The format of this book is consistent throughout. On the
left page of the spread you will find the graph and its explanation, and you will
find the main text to the right. The story gives the same information in multiple
different formats on either side of the spread. This format allows students to
choose whether or not they want to read the graphs.
Neuschwander, Cindy. Sir Cumference and the Roundabout Battle: A Math Adventure.
Charlesbridge, 2015.
Sir Cumference and the Roundabout Battle is part of a series of books featuring
Sir Cumference as the main character. The characters in this series all have names
that are puns on mathematical concepts. This story is about rounding. The story
introduces the concept and explains how to round within the story itself. The
illustrations give a visual representation of the concept. The illustrator included a
timeline to show the idea visually. Additionally, the story introduces vocabulary
that is associated with rounding, such as the term 'friendly number.' This book is
suitable for students grades 3-5.
Ochiltree, Dianne. Sixteen Runaway Pumpkins. Margaret K. McElderry Books, 2004.
This story is all about pumpkins. The main character picks pumpkins and then
doubles them until she has 16. The story contains a rhyme pattern and is intended
for early elementary students. This story has a slight counting theme, but it
doesn't count in order. Math concepts are not present consistently throughout the
story. This book contains very little math.
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Pallotta, Jerry, Biedrzycki. Undenvater Counting: Even Numbers. Charlesbridge, 2001.
This book takes students deep under the sea to teach them to skip count. Starting
with O and then going to 1 this book then explains that you can count by even
numbers, or numbers ending in 0,2,4,6 or 8 instead. The book counts by 2s to 50.
On the page containing 2, the authors defines odd numbers as numbers ending in
1,3,5,7 and 9. Each page of the book contains a large bold even number and
visually represents the number with sea creatures and information about them.
This book can be used to teach students about even numbers or how to skip count
by twos.
Pinczes, Elinor J. One Hundred Hungry Ants. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1993.
One Hundred Hungry Ants covers factors of 100. It illustrates this concept
visually be representing 100 ants marching in different rows and columns as they
go to a picnic. This story contains a rhyme pattern and repetition that make it a
great read aloud. This story teaches beginning multiplication ideas such as the
idea of an array. This book is suitable for younger readers K-2.
Schwartz, David M. How Much is a Million?. Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books, 1985.
This story explores the idea of million, billion, and trillion. The story works to put
these larger numbers into perspective for students, and thus strengthens their
number sense. Many of the references made throughout this book may be
unfamiliar to students; the teacher or adult reading this story with a child may
want to do activities to put the examples into perspective.
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Schwartz, David M. If You Hopped Like a Frog. Scholastic Press, 1999.
The author begins this book with a letter to his readers. This letter introduces
readers to the content of the book. The story is a series of if/then statements. For
example, "If you hopped like a frog ... you could jump from home plate to first
base in one mighty leap!" (pg 3). The story continues in this pattern without
explaining the math concepts. However, at the end of the book the author explains
the math for each situation and how he discovered the correlations. Each scenario
features some type of measurement. This book could be used to teach
measurement or mathematical reasoning.
Sundby, Scott. Cut Down lo Size al High Noon: A Math Adventure. Charlesbridge, 2000.
This is a story about two people who cut hair in the same town. The barbers battle
against each other to determine who is better. One of the hairstylists cuts large
objects into hair, while the other cuts tiny objects into hair. 1brough the process
of cutting hair this book teaches students how to make scale drawings. The book
gives steps on how to enlarge and shrink objects while ensuring they are to scale.
Tang, Greg. Math Fables: Lessons that Count. Scholastic Press, 2004.
In Math Fables, Greg Tang works to teach students the numbers 1-10. He begins
with a letter explaining the purpose of the book and the importance of early math
learning. The book itself is a series poems. The first poem contains 1 character,
the second 2, and so on until the final poem is about 10 beavers. The illustrator
draws that number of characters and Tang writes activities that split the characters
up, so he is beginning to teach students addition and grouping skills. At the end of
the book, the final spread is titled, "The Road to Higher Math." On these pages,
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the author briefly talks about the importance of numbers and provides challenges
to help children develop number sense.
Zieferrt, Harriet. You Can't Buy a Dinosaur with a Dime. Blue Apple Books, 2003.
You Can't Buy a Dinosaur with a Dime explores the value of money. The text
teaches children about earning, saving, and spending money. There are circles
throughout the book that pose problems, give solutions, and ask thought
provoking questions. The back of this book provides extra resources, which
include information about coin rubbings, graphs of allowances, ways to
earn/spend money, and facts about money. This story contains a rhyme pattern
throughout and would be suitable for students grades K-2.
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Dear Readers,

Introduction Letter

This story is designed to build your understanding of addition and subtraction of
fractions. Fractions are a major math concept that people often find difficult. Although
challenging, fractions are present in our everyday lives making them important to
understand. This book highlights everyday activities that involve fractions and presents
different strategies that can be used to add and subtract them.
The problems in this book have been aligned to the Common Core State
Standards for 4th grade. The content of this story fulfills CCSS.4.NF.3.a (Understand
addition and subtraction of fractions as joining and separating parts referring to the same
whole} and CCSS.4.NF.3.d (Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of
fractions referring to the same whole and having like denominators, e.g., by using visual
fraction models and equations to represent the problem.}
In addition to fulfilling content standards, this text aligns to the Common Core
Standards for Math Practice. The math practices defined by Common Core are
overarching math skills that students need to develop to be successful. This book helps
students make sense of problems and persevere in solving them which is

1 st Common

Core Standard for Math Practice. The main character models the content of this practice,
which teaches it to readers.
The goal of this book is to increase your understanding of adding and subtracting
fractions while reading an enjoyable and relatable story. If you have any questions while
you read, reference the resource pages in the back of the book for additional explanation.
Thanks for reading,
Kara Weinstein
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Storybook Text
Anything but Fractions
by Kara Weinstein
*An extra line between paragraphs indicates a page break.

Kylie sat and stared at her homework. She wished that Ms. Jackson had assigned
multiplication problems instead of adding and subtracting fractions. Multiplication makes
sense and fractions don't. As Kylie looked at her homework, she had no idea what to do.

Kylie didn't know how to do her homework and she didn't want to do it. She'd
rather play video games, watch tv, or play outside with her friends. She would rather do
anything but fractions.

Kylie was staring at her homework when a ball of fur ran by her. Her dog Floppy
started running around her room. He ran and ran knocking down everything in his path.
Floppy knocked Kylie's homework off her desk and she got an idea. If she took Floppy
for a walk, she wouldn't have to do her homework!

Floppy and Kylie hurried down the stairs. They flew past Auntie toward the front
door. "Where are you speeding off too?" Auntie asked.
"To walk Floppy." Kylie replied.
"Okay, but make sure to walk him exactly a mile. And you should work on your
homework when you get back." Auntie told her as they raced out the door.
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Once they were outside, Kylie had to decide where they were going. Her family
lived on a square block that was Y4 mile long on each side. She wondered how many sides
made one mile. She thought about the block and realized they needed to walk all the way
around to go I mile. Just then Floppy saw a squirrel and began to chase it pulling Kylie
along with him.

Floppy chased the squirrel around the block until it escaped under the neighbor's
porch. Kylie was exhausted as she walked into the house. She went to the kitchen to get
some water and found Auntie making dinner. When Auntie saw her she said, "Thanks, go
upstairs and finish your homework now."
"I can help you make dinner instead!" Kylie quickly replied.
Auntie hesitated, "I guess, but once dinner is in the oven you should go finish
your homework."

Kylie rolled up her sleeves and climbed on the stool. "What's for dinner?" she
asked.
"Chicken and biscuits" Auntie replied, "I'll make the chicken and you can make
the biscuits."
Auntie handed Kylie the recipe and said, "Grandma and Grandpa are coming over
for dinner, so make two batches."
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Kylie looked at the recipe. First, she needed 1/3 cup of sugar. She got a big bowl
and poured in I third cup. Then she remembered that she needed another, so she poured
in a 2nd third cup of sugar.

Next, she needed flour. The recipe said % cup of flour. She put 3 fourth scoops in
the bowl for the I st batch and added 3 more fourths for the second.

Kylie measured and poured until she had all the ingredients in the bowl. And then
she mixed. She mixed until she had a giant sticky ball of dough. She plopped pieces of
dough on a baking sheet and slid them into the oven.

Kylie turned to Auntie and asked for another job. "No more jobs, go upstairs and
get your homework done." Auntie told Kylie. Kylie heard her Auntie's answer, but still
wasn't ready to do her homework. She glanced around the room, what could she do
instead?

She was about to give up and go do her homework when she saw Floppy sneaking
food off the counter behind Auntie. Floppy gave her another idea! She could feed the
pets. Floppy and her cats, Salt and Pepper, needed their food!

"I'll feed the pets!" she declared. Auntie looked annoyed, but replied, "fine, grab
one of the cans of food out of the cupboard. Make sure that each cat gets 1/5."
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Kylie raced to the cupboard and grabbed the food. She didn't know how much
food to give Floppy, Salt, or Pepper. She knew each cat got 1/5 of the can, but how much
was for Floppy? She thought about it and didn't know, so she decided to draw a picture.
3/5 of the can was for Floppy! Kylie took 3/5 of the food from the can and dumped it into
Floppy's food bowl. That left 2/5 in the can, 1/5 for each cat.

Kylie slowly wandered back toward the kitchen. When she got there Auntie
started to tell her to do her homework, but then the doorbell rang. Grandma and Grandpa
were there!

Kylie ran to the door and let her grandparents in. She gave them big bear hugs
while Auntie put dinner on the table. They came in and sat down. Together they ate the
chicken and biscuits that Auntie and Kylie had made.

After all the food was gone and the table was clean, Auntie told Kylie to go to her
room and finish her homework. Grandpa looked at Auntie and said, "She can't go yet,
Grandma brought cookies! "
Auntie looked annoyed and defeated. "Fine. She has to do her homework as soon
as she is finished with her cookie. "

Grandma got out the cookies. She had six chocolate chip and six snickerdoodle.
"Kylie, which cookies would you like? You can have Y4 of them." Kylie looked at all the
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cookies and couldn't decide which ones she wanted or how many she could have. How
many cookies were \4?

Kylie could eat 3 cookies, but which kind did she want? She could grab Y2 of the
chocolate chip cookies or half of the snickerdoodles, but that was boring. She wanted
some of one kind and some of the other. She'd have to take 2 of one flavor and 1 of the
other.

Kylie ate one chocolate chip cookie and one snickerdoodle. She stared at the
remaining cookies trying to choose her third. Finally, she reached for another
snickerdoodle. As she went to eat it, Floppy jumped up and swiped the cookie out of her
hand. The dog stole her cookie!

Kylie was so mad at Floppy because she had to do her homework now. She
slowly dragged herself upstairs. It was almost bed time and she needed to finish her
homework. Kylie picked her homework up off the floor, sat down at her desk, and looked
at the problems.

She recognized the problems and knew the answers!

Kylie easily finished her homework. When she was done, she realized that she
could have spent the whole day playing instead of doing extra chores. She wished she had
finished her homework when she got home. Tomorrow she was going to get her
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homework done as soon as she got home from school, even if Ms. Jackson gave them
fractions again. It turns out that fractions aren' t so bad after all!
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Additional Resources
Solutions

Example 1 - Linear Model
Problem

Kylie needs to walk her dog Floppy exactly a mile, but she doesn't know what
path she should take. She lives on a square block where each side is 1/4, so what path
should they take to walk exactly a mile?
Explanation

Kylie needs to plan a path that allows her to walk her dog 1 mile. The first step to
solving this problem is to figure out how many streets Kylie needs to walk to go a mile.
We know that each street is 1/4 mile long. We can use this information to figure out how
many streets they need to walk. When looking at the fraction 1/4, 1 is the numerator and
4 is the denominator. The numerator tells us how many pieces of a whole we have. The
denominator tells us how many pieces create a whole. In this case 4 is the denominator,
which tells us that it takes 4 streets to make one mile. Kylie needs to walk 1 mile, so they
should walk down 4 streets. The following equation can represent this idea: 1/4 + 1/4 +
1/4 + 1/4 = 4/4 or 1 mile. Every block has 4 sides, so Kylie and Floppy can simply walk
around the block.
You can use a timeline to solve this problem. If you were to unfold Kylie's block
you could lay the streets along a timeline. Each street would cover 1/4 of the line. The
first street would stretch from O to 1/4, the second street from 1/4 to 2/4, the third street
from 2/4 to 3/4, and the fourth street from 3/4 to 1. Placing the streets along a timeline
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results in a linear model. Using this strategy to solve the problem allows students see the
solution visually.
Solution

Kylie and Floppy need to walk the length of 4 streets. 1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 = 4/4
or 1 mile. Kylie decides to walk Floppy around the block to go I mile.
Example 2 -Adjective-Noun Model
Problem

Kylie is helping her Auntie cook dinner. She is using a recipe to make biscuits,
but she needs to make two batches. How much flour and sugar does Kylie need for both?
Explanation

The recipe calls for 1/3 cup of sugar. Kylie is doubling the recipe, so she needs to
add another third. This can be written as 1/3 + 1/3. When adding fractions, we can think
of the denominator as a thing. The denominator is the number on the bottom of the
fraction that tells us how many pieces make a whole. If we think of the denominator as a
thing we can add the pieces just like any object. So, we could think of this problem as 1
third + I third = ?. You would then add normally. 1 third + 1 third = 2 thirds. Kylie needs
2 thirds cup of sugar. 2 thirds is the same as 2/3. The only difference is that instead of
using fraction notation we write the denominator as a noun and the numerator as an
adjective describing that noun. This is often referred to as the adjective - noun model.
We can use this model with the flour as well. Kylie needs 3/4 cup of flour. Instead
of using the fraction notation (3/4) we are going to use the adjective - noun model. Kylie
needs 3 fourths cup of flour. For both batches, Kylie needs 3 fourths + 3 fourths cup of
flour. Add the numbers as if you were adding any numbers together. 3 fourths + 3 fourths
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= 6 fourths. 6 fourths is the same as 6/4, they are just written differently. Kylie needs 6/4
or 6 fourths cups of flour.

Solution
Kylie needs 1 /3 + 1/3 = 2/3 cups of sugar and she needs 3/.i + � = 6/4 cups of
flour.

Example 3 - Part-Whole Model

Problem
Kylie has one can of food for her 3 pets. She needs to give each of her 2 cats, Salt
and Pepper, 1/5 of the food. The remaining food is for her dog Floppy. How much food is
for her dog?

Explanation
To figure out how much of the food is for Floppy, Kylie draws a picture. She
draws the can of food on a piece of paper and divides it up. She needs to give each cat 1/5
of the food, so she divides the can into 5 equal pieces. She knows she needs 5 pieces
because 5 is the denominator, or bottom number, of her fraction. The denominator tells us
how many pieces there are in a whole, so she cuts the can into 5 pieces. After the can is
divided, she labels one piece for Salt and another for Pepper. When she writes the cat's
name on a piece, she knows that that piece, or fifth, isn't for Floppy. Kylie's drawing
represents 5/5 - 115 - 1/5. She starts with all the food then takes one fifth away for Salt
and another fifth away for Pepper. Kylie still has sections that aren't labeled, meaning
that they haven't been taken away. These fifths are for Floppy. Kylie writes Floppy's
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name on the remaining pieces. She counts 3 pieces for Floppy. Floppy gets 3/5 of the
food. So, 5/5 - 1/5 - 1/5 = 3/5.

Solution

5/5 - 1/5 - 1/5 = 3/5. 3/5 of the food is for Floppy.

Example 4 - Set Model
Problem
Kylie's Grandma brought 12 cookies to dinner. Kylie can eat Y.. of the cookies.
How many cookies can Kylie?

Explanation
Fractions don't always represent parts of wholes. Fractions can also represent
parts of a set. In this problem, the fraction represents a set of cookies. The denominator,
or the number on the bottom of the fractions, represents how many cookies there are. The
numerator, or the number on top, represents how many of the cookies we are referring to.
For example, 6/12 represents the number of chocolate chip cookies Grandma brought.
The numerator tells us that 6 of the cookies are chocolate chip and the denominator tells
us that there are 1 2 cookies total.
Kylie can eat Y.. of the cookies that Grandma brought. She doesn't know how
many cookies are Y4 of the set, so she needs to figure out how many cookies she can eat.
To figure out this problem, she split the cookies into 4 groups. To create the groups,
Kylie organized the cookies into four equal groups one at a time. Each of these groups is
Y.. of the cookies. Each group is 1/4 because you now are referring to the 4 groups instead
of the set of 1 2 individual cookies. The denominator of the fraction is now 4 because you
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are referring to the groups you created. The numerator is now how many groups you
have. Kylie has 3 cookies in each group. She can eat �' or l group of cookies, so she can
eat 3 cookies.
Solution
Kylie can eat 3 of the cookies.

Additional Resources
Standard Method of Adding Fractions
Explanation
When adding fractions, you must first make sure that the fractions have the same
denominators. The denominator is the number on the bottom of the fraction that tells you
how many parts are in each whole. When the denominators are the same, you have a
common denominator. When adding fractions that have common denominators, you
simply add the numerators together. The numerator is the top number of the fraction that
tells you how many parts of the whole you have. The sum, or answer, that you get from
adding the top numbers together is the numerator of your answer. The denominator of
your answer is the same as the fractions you added together, also known as the common
denominator.
Example
7/13 + 5/13 = ? To solve this problem, you need to decide if you have a common
denominator. The denominator of 7/13 is 13 and the denominator of 5/13 is 13. The
denominators are equal (13=13), so the fractions have a common denominator. Because
you have common denominator all you need do is add the numerators. 7 is the numerator
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of 7/1 3 and 5 is the numerator of 5/13. Add 7 and 5 together. 7+5=12. 1 2 is the numerator
of your answer. The denominator of your answer is the common denominator which is
13. The answer to this problem has a numerator of 12 and a denominator of 13, which is
12/13. 7/13+5/13=12/13
Try These! - Addition

1. 2/4 + 1/4 = ?
2. 5/7 + I /7 = ?
3. 3/12 + 5/12 = ?
4. 1 1/15 + 4/15 = ?
5. 22/67 + 1 3/67 = ?
Standard Metflod ofSubtracting Fractions
Explanation

When subtracting fractions, you must first make sure that the fractions have the
same denominators. The denominator is the number on the bottom of the fraction that
tells you how many parts are in each whole. When the denominators are the same, you
have a common denominator. When subtracting fractions that have common
denominators, you simply subtract the numerators. The numerator is the top number of
the fraction that tells you how many parts of the whole you have. Make sure that you take
the smaller numerator away from the bigger numerator. The difference, or answer, that
you get from subtracting the top numbers is your numerator. The denominator of your
answer is the common denominator of the fractions that you started with.
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Example
8/9 - 3/9 = ? To solve this problem, you need to decide if you have a common
denominator. The denominator of 8/9 is 9 and the denominator of 3/9 is 9. The
denominators are equal {9=9), so the fractions have a common denominator. Because you
have a common denominator, you simply subtract the numerators and the denominator
stays the same. 8 is the numerator of 8/9 and 3 is the numerator of 3/9. 8 is the bigger
than 3, so subtract 3 from 8. 8-3=5. 5 is the difference, so 5 is the numerator of your
answer. The answer to this problem has a numerator of 5 and a denominator of 9, which
is 5/9. 8/9 - 3/9 = 5/9

Try These! - Subtraction

1. 3/4 - 2/4 = ?
2. 9/1 0 - 8/10 = ?
3. 1 1/18 - 4/18 = ?
4. 1 6/1 6 - 1 3/16 = ?
5. 55/77 - 34/77 = ?

Try These! Solutions
Addition

Subtraction

1 . 3/4
2. 6/7
3. 8/12
4. 15/15 or I
5. 35/67

1 . 1/4
2. 1/10
3. 7/18
4. 3/16
5. 21/77
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Reflection
Math is one of the major content areas we teach. Direct instructions, indirect
instruction, small group instruction, manipulatives, and children's literature are a few of
the methods that teachers use to teach math. Teaching math using children's literature is
one of my favorite methods. As a mathematics for elementary education major, I have
learned how to implement children's literature in a math classroom. There are many
benefits of implementing children's literature to teach math. Benefits of using children's
literature include providing a context for understanding, highlighting math in everyday
life, showing how math is used for sense-making, and connecting different subject areas
(Jones 66). Learning about the benefits of utilizing children's literature to teach math
inspired me to begin this project. I wanted to write my own children's book with a math
content focus.
There were many decisions that I had to make before I began writing. The first
task was to determine a basic storyline. My main priority for the plot was creating a story
that would be relatable to most students. I wanted the story to be something that kids
could relate to regardless of their demographics. While reading some of the math
children's literature that has been published, I realized that some of the stories aren't
relatable to all students. Books such as Arithme-tickle: An Even Number of Odd Riddle

Rhymes by Frank Remkiewicz require students to have specific background knowledge to
successfully read the book. If the students don't know that background information
because of where they lived, their socio-economics status, or any other demographic
factors, they wouldn't be able to successfully read the book. I want my book to be
successful in any classroom. For this reason, I chose to write a story about a student who
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doesn't want to do their homework. I feel that this theme is relatable to most students.
Even students who Jove school don't want to do their homework at times. This plot is
relatable to students no matter their race, socio-economic status, gender, and any other
factors that they don't control. When writing I could use real life examples that most
students are familiar with because I chose a relatable theme. Creating a plot that is
relatable to most students will ensure that students have the knowledge they need to
successfully read the book.
After determining the plot, I chose the math concept. When brainstorming math
content, the first thing I had to do was choose an age level to target. While writing this
book, I was student teaching in a 4th grade classroom, so I chose to target students in
grades 3-5. I used the Common Core State Standards to choose specific math content for
this book. This book fulfills CCSS.4.NF.3.a (Understand addition and subtraction of
fractions as joining and separating parts referring to the same whole) and CCSS.4.NF.3.d
(Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the
same whole and having like denominators, e.g., by using visual fraction models and
equations to represent the problem). With the current emphasis on testing and teacher
accountability, I chose to ali gn my content to the standards that teachers are required to
teach in their classrooms. Students are being tested on their understanding of these
concepts, and teachers are being evaluated based on their students' scores on these tests.
The amount of curriculum that needs to be covered makes it hard for teachers to teach
anything that isn't in the standards. Teachers have to teach the material outlined in the
standards because their evaluations are dependent on how well students know it. There
are many different opinions about Common Core State Standards, standardized testing,
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and teacher evaluations. No matter what your opinions are, it is still important to teach
the standards. The importance of these issues in education today is why I chose to align
this book to the Common Core State Standards. Teachers will be able to implement this
story knowing that it helps teach required content.
After establishing the plot and math content, I began writing. I started with the
plot and then added the math content. I added real-life problems to the plot to teach
addition and subtraction of fractions. I chose to focus this book on one concept, so it can
be read with students who are just beginning to learn a concept or for those who are
reviewing. I didn't include multiple concepts because I want students to build a strong
understanding of one idea instead of learning bits and pieces of many ideas. Many books,
specifically books of poems or riddles, include a variety of math concepts. How High

Can a Dinosaur Count? And other Math Mysteries by Valorie Fisher is an example of a
book that includes many different concepts. Each spread has a different riddle dealing
with varying concepts with increasing difficulty. These riddles are great for review and
reinforcement, but you wouldn't want to use them to introduce or teach an unfamiliar
concept. When I read Count to a Million by Rob Bolster, I was overwhelmed by the
amount of math content that was included. Bolster's book is about place value. He
includes great explanations throughout the text, but there is too much information for an
average student. I would only use this book as reinforcement or review. I chose to
specifically teach one concept throughout the book. This story focuses on adding and
subtracting fractions, so it isn't overwhelming to readers.
After finishing my first draft, I began editing. My first draft was approximately
1,500 words. The standard word count for picture books is 1 ,000 words (Backes).
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According to Andrew Melrose in Writefor Children, you must make every word count
when writing a picture book because there are so few words ( 1 08). I needed to cut about
1/3 of the words from my story. To accomplish this, I removed words that didn't add to
the plot or explanation. This reduced the second draft of my book to 1 ,200 words. My
next step was to begin to create a potential layout of the story. I created a storyboard with
32 pages. A standard picture book is 32 pages, including the front cover, back cover, title
page, and publication information. Once these pages are taken out, you have 28 pages
remaining for the story (Melrose 100). I used the storyboard to determine the structure of
each page and what the illustrations may look like. By analyzing the potential layout of
each page, I was able to sketch potential illustrations. The storyboard helped me edit my
final draft down to 1,100 words, which is only 10% more than a standard picture book.
I chose to have the main character use different strategies to solve similar
problems throughout the book. The concept is constant, but I chose to model 4 different
strategies to add and subtract fractions. When I read published children's math literature,
I didn't see this in any books I read. Most of the books included a great variety of
problems, but don't include variation in the methods used to solve the problems. It was
extremely important to me that I represented different strategies in the story. The fact that
there are so many strategies to solve the same problem is my favorite aspect of math. I
love that problems have one correct answer, but there are many ways to find it.
Additionally, I included a variety of strategies to reach more learners. Everyone learns in
different ways, so multiple representations will help more students develop an
understanding. We are all unique as learners and different strategies may work for some
that don't for others. Using four strategies to solve the same type of problem allows me to
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reach more of my readers. In addition, illustrating multiple strategies gives students
choice and allows them to solve problems with the method that makes sense to them. The
strategies in the book are presented in a strategic order. I chose to present the strategies
that are more basic in the beginning of the book and they become more sophisticated as
the plot progresses. I hope that this will allow students to build on what they learned at
the beginning of the story without becoming frustrated.
I chose to give my main character's dog personality throughout the story. In the
final stages of editing I realized that my story may not keep students engaged. I was
happy with the plot and examples, but I wanted to add a component that would keep
students flipping the pages. As a response to this, I chose to give the main character's dog
more personality. I chose to make the dog mischievous, creating ciaos in the background.
I chose to do this subtly because I don't want the dog to take away from the story, but I
do want him to keep the readers engaged. I only added a few sentences about the dog to
my text. This added a few mischievous actions to the story, but leaves mystery. I hope
that this will allow room for an illustrator to develop the dog's character within the
illustrations. A great example of this is Harry Bliss's illustrations in A Fine, Fine School
written by Sharon Creech. Although this book is not about a math concept, there is a
character that isn't in the text, but is created in the illustrations. In the text, the author
mentions that the main character likes to train her dog while she is home from school, but
if you look for the dog in the illustrations you can see that he is extremely intelligent.
Throughout the illustrations, he completes activities such as being a baseball catcher,
mowing the lawn, drinking coffee, reading a newspaper, and life guarding. The dog is not
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a character within the text, but he adds a humorous layer to the story in the illustrations. I
hope that the dog in my book can add humor and interest to my story.
In addition to the story, I created additional resources for the beginning and end of
the book. I wrote an introduction letter and additional resources at the end for the adults
reading this book with students. I chose to write these resources for adults with the hope
that reading this book will be a shared experience. I want this book to be a story that
students can understand and enjoy themselves, but I want to encourage parents and
teachers to read with them. I think that it is important for the adults in students' lives to
be involved in their school work and be a support for them. The introduction gives adults
the purpose of the story and introduces the content. The introduction also explains that
they can find additional resources in the back of the book. I have included explanations of
each problem and additional resources for them. These explanations are there for the
adults. This will hopefully aid them in understanding the problems, so they can help their
student. I hope these additional elements will help adults implement this book.
My book begins with an introduction letter. I use this letter to introduce readers to
the content of the story and its purpose. I chose to include an introduction because of the
influence of Greg Tang. Tang is a popular children's math literature author who includes
a note in each of his books. In Math Potatoes, the note is at the beginning of the book. He
uses the note to explain why he wrote the book, his feelings about math, and what he
wants the book to accomplish with students. His includes notes in all his books including

Math Fables: Lessons that Count and The Grapes of Math. Tang is not the only author
that includes a letter at the beginning of the book; including an introduction letter is
common in children's math literature. Pigs Will be Pigs by Amy Axelrod is another
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example. This book is the first in Axelrod's series about the Pig family. The books in this
series include introduction letters. These letters allow her to introduce the topic of her
books and prepare the readers for the story. This is important her series because the math
concepts aren't the main focus. The math is in the background of the story. I choose to
include a letter at the beginning of my book as an introduction to what was going to
come. I used the letter as an opportunity to introduce the math content and explain the
standards that the story is aligned to. I also used the introduction letter to direct readers to
the end of the book for explanations of the solutions in the book as well as additional
resources. I choose to include the letter, so I can help readers understand the purpose of
the book and set them up to successfully read the story.
I chose to include additional information at the end of my book. Writing resource
pages gave me the opportunity to explain the concepts that can be found throughout the
story. In the story, I am unable to give full explanations. If I fully explained everything
there would be too many words for a picture book. Instead of explaining everything about
fractions and how to add and subtract them in the main story, I can do it here. I chose to
explain that solution to each problem the main character solves. I restate the problem,
explain how to solve it, and I clearly state the solution to the problem. The additional
resource pages allow me to deepen my reader's understanding of adding and subtracting
fractions. When reading math children's literature book, I determined that resource pages
are a characteristic of quality books. For example, in If You Hopped Like a Frog by
David Schwartz the entire story is if/then statement involving measurement. The author
doesn't explain any of the calculations in the text of the book; he explains his calculations
in resource pages at the back of the book. I've included a resource pages for teachers and
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parents to reference for additional information. As I wrote these pages, I chose to include
headings for readers to be able to easily the information they need. Because I set the
resource page up so that you don't have to read the whole thing I made sure that the I
reexplain concepts in each section. The purpose of these pages is to provide additional
support for readers.
I chose to write this book to help build students' understanding of adding and
subtracting fractions. I want students to learn this content while reading a story that is
enjoyable and relatable. Every decision throughout this process has been made
intentionally. I began by reading numerous math children's literature books to prepare for
this project. I used these books to determine what makes quality children's math
literature. I then took these qualities and combined them with my own teaching
philosophy to write a book that can be as a tool to teach mathematics. I hope that this
book will be used to help students learn how to add and subtract fractions using different
methods and representations in a wide variety of classrooms.
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Appendix: Storyboard
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